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PARKER’S
I’LL TAKE YOU OUT (#5)

Show the Power (#6)

Jade Native (#3)

Exacta:   5-6/3-5-6, $4.  Tri:  5-6/3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $6.  Daily Double:  5-6/3-4-5, $6.

Had no real excuse when favored last as he received a perfect trip but he again 
appears the one to beat, drop in claiming price may do the trick.
Gelding goes to a route after tiring in sprints, he should be able to sprint clear 
early in this field and may prove tough to catch.
Poor try last clearly his effort one back would probably win.

Super:   5-6/3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $2.40.  Pick 3:  5-6/3-4-5/3-5, $6.  Pick 4:  5-6/3-4-5/3-5/6-7, $12. 

UTZA HAVE MONEY (#3)

Brahms Forest (#4)

West Cosat Indy (#5)

Exacta:   3-4/3-4-5, $4.   Tri:  3-4/3-4-5/2-3-4-5-6, $6.  

Battled gamely for third in his most recent, a sprint, he had an excuse for his 
previous route try earlier this year and might get clear early tonight.
Stretch runner comes off a fifth when facing a strong field in a sprint last, he has 
routed well in the past and should track the top choice right from the start.
Poor start clearly didn’t help his chances last, he ran big for the win one race back.

SALTY LITTLE LASS (#3)

Shes Got the Power (#5)

Port Lions (#2)

Exacta:  3-5/2-3-5, $4.  Tri:  3-5/2-3-5/2-3-5-6-7, $6.  Pick 3:  3-5/6-7/3-4, $4.     

Showed decent improvement when fourth after forced the pace in her second 
lifetime start, she again will be right there from the start.
Fourth in her last two starts, she has no early speed but figures to be passing 
many, if not all of these in the stretch.
Tired after showing speed to better in her debut, she will improve.

GO BOBBY GO (#6)

Catchthewoodnapper (#7)

That’s Gold (#1)

Exacta:   6-7/1-6-7, $4.  Tri:  6-7/1-6-7/1-2-4-6-7, $6.  Pick 3:  6-7/3-4-7/2, $3.

Finished a distant third against similar last but the winner won by eleven and 
this one pressed a decent pace that day, seems best.
Speedy sort stopped to a walk in the same heat as the top choice last, he again 
figures to set the pace and his speed makes him always dangerous.
May prefer shorter but he figures to be close by throughout from this post.

EIGHTY THREE (#4)

Kalla Kab (#3)

Bear Minimum (#7)

Exacta:   3-4/3-4-7, $4.  Tri:  3-4/3-4-7/2-3-4-5-7, $6.   

Veteran ran okay while in need of a race last, he has every right to improve off 
that effort and may get a fast, contested early pace to set up his late run.
Outfinished in the stretch after forcing the pace in his last, he drew outside his 
main pace rival (Bullet Express) giving him a slight advantage.
Right with the top choice when a close sixth last, he could spring a mild upset.

Super:   3-4/3-4-5/2-3-4-5-6/all, $3.60.   Pick 3:  3-4-5/3-5/6-7, $6.

Super:   3-5/2-3-5/2-3-5-6-7/all, $4.80.  Pick 5:  3-5/6-7/3-4-7/2/3-7, $12.

Super:   6-7/1-6-7/1-2-4-6-7/all, $3.60.  Pick 4:  6-7/3-4-7/2/3-7, $6. 

Super:   3-4/3-4-7/2-3-4-5-7/all, $6.   Pick 3:  3-4-7/2/3-7, cost $3.
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LA WAUN (#2)

Big Hat Charlie (#6)

Giopress (#1)

Exacta:  2/1-6, cost $2. Trifecta:   2/1-6/1-3-4-6, cost $3.

Sped to the lead and never looked back in a big score last, he will have to deal 
with Maurice Code early but should repeat.
Hasn’t won in a while but he was stuck inside last, moves outside tonight and 
should get a nice stalking trip.
Also comes off a nice win while beating the second choice last, obvious threat.

Super:   2/1-6/1-3-4-6/1-3-4-6, $1.20.  

SINGLE YESTERDAY (#7)

Grand Minister (#3)

Hundredandoneproof (#2)

Exacta:    3-7/2-3-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   3-7/2-3-7/2-3-4-6-7, $6. 

Third after forcing the pace from the inside last, he draws a perfect post for his 
style and should graduate.
Did edge the top choice last when 2nd after a wide trip, he might be able to save 
some ground from this post and give the top choice all that one can handle late.
Exits the same heat as the top two, he looks likely for part.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Friday Evening, July 19th, 2019

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

LA WAUN in the sixth. SHOW THE POWER in the first.

Super:   3-7/2-3-7/2-3-4-6-7/1-2-3-4-6-7, cost $3.60. 

Today’s Exotic Play: 
       
Race 7, $.20 Super:  3-7/2-3-7/2-3-4-6-7/1-2-3-4-6-7, cost $3.60.

Daily Double:  2/3-7, cost $2.
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HOWBEIT (#1)
El Tigre Terrible (#2)

Heraclitus (#3)

FORTUNE OF WAR (#1)
Topgallant (#2)

Cosa Nostra (#4)

MARILYN’S SMILE (#5)
Fantasy Heat (#4)

Maycee Jo (#1)

LADY NINJA (#3)
Fighting Mad (#2)

Uno Trouble Maker (#1)

RAYANA (#11)
Hollywood Girl (#9)

Pakhet (#8)

DEUCE (#3)
Oakland Mills (#8)

Fay Day (#2)

AHIMSA (#1)
Ippodamia’s Girl (#7)

Streak Of Luck (#6)

PASSING (#2)
Bourbon and Water (#1)
Scambled (#11)
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Del Mar Evangeline Hastings

Race Selections for  Friday, July 19th, 2019

THE CHANCES R (#1)
Demerara (#4)

Naughty Numan (#3)

DAT DAY (#3)
Ring of Kerry (#1)

Finally Gottcha (#6)

ENCHANTED LADEY (#5)
Take Charge Gwen (#6)

Intent On Gold (#2)

WILSON (#7)
Sculpted (#3)

Above the Moon (#4)

G M T BABY (#5)
Amorcito (#4)

Kensington Market (#1)

SLEW’S DA BOSS (#4)
R W Stanley (#3)

Spokane’s Gem (#6)

EL ALTENO (#6)
Payton’s Best (#7)

Alpha Uno (#1)

KONA KATIE (#6)
Light Her Up (#4)

Four Princesses (#3)

SPEEDPOINT (#1)
Smoothouthetrack (#8)

Paleeze (#4)

OUR PRINCE (#7)
Doug’s Bug (#6)

Saint Dansant (#8)

NIPPY RED (#4)
Forestdungone (#5)

Zacksgotthis (#2)

STARRVILLE (#6)
Cashmere Bliss (#7)

Half Heroine (#4)

HIDDEN DATA (#4)
Liam Style (#5)

Dyna Ghost (#1)

HEAT FLASH (#10)
Roger Brown (#5)

Cougar Country (#3)

FAREWELL TIME (#7)
Pickett (#4)
Sharp Witted (#2)

JUST HADLEY (#2)
Powered by Greeley (#5)

Mylie Idel (#1)


